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It appears pharmacists will have a role to play in this new era, but they will need greater support

Nita Lakhani

My friend recently underwent pharmacogenomics (PGx) testing and shared her results with me. I was surprised by
the array of tests available and what the results might mean from a pharmacy perspective. Having no prior
experience with PGx testing, I investigated it briefly.

What is PGx testing and how does it relate to pharmacy? Basically, PGx testing evaluates your genes for
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic variations in drug metabolizing enzymes. As pharmacists, you know that
certain CYP450 isoenzymes vary in the population. For example, there are poor, intermediate and fast metabolizers
of CYP2D6, an isoenzyme involved in drug metabolism of some antidepressants and pain medications. Knowing an
individual’s drug metabolizing capacity may help towards selecting medications that are more likely to be beneficial
and avoiding those that may be detrimental. This is a form of personalized medicine.

I was somewhat surprised by the breadth of tests available from PGx companies, some of which have targeted
therapeutic areas. For example, Inagene Diagnostics takes a deep dive into mental health and pain (1), two
therapeutic areas that are currently in the spotlight as a result of the pandemic. Supports for mental health and
chronic pain have dwindled in recent months with reduced access to primary care and specialist clinics, increased
social isolation, and economic struggles, among many system factors. Furthermore, existing antidepressant
medications at standard doses fail to achieve remission in up to two-thirds of patients (2), suggesting that
personalized medicine may play a significant role in improving mental health treatment.

Other PGx companies offer a more generalized approach to testing. Personalized Prescribing and Pillcheck offer
tests covering mental health, pain, oncology, cardiology and gastrointestinal therapeutic areas (3, 4). PGx test kits
may be ordered online and retail from $299-499 (1, 3, 4). In general, the cost is passed onto the patient, although
some private insurance companies may cover these tests. PGx test kits are currently only available at a very
limited number of pharmacies; however, personal communication with a PGx pharmacist revealed that companies
are investigating this to increase accessibility.

While I agree that pharmacies and pharmacists are well-positioned to stock tests and explain the results to their
patients, this is yet another service to consider adding to those some pharmacies are already juggling right now.

While I agree that pharmacies and pharmacists are well-positioned to stock tests and explain the results to their
patients, this is yet another service to consider adding to those some pharmacies are already juggling right now.
However, if appropriate supports are introduced, pharmacists can leverage PGx testing towards providing
personalized medicine for their patients, which would add value to their service model.

My friend who shared the results of her PGx test with me said she finally understood why certain pain medications
given to her during a hospital stay did not work. Her test results provide lifelong insights that may be used to tailor
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selection of future pain medications, so that she experiences more benefit and less adverse effects. PGx companies
offer personalized insights reports the leverage information design principles, which make them easy to follow for
most people. My friend’s report classified medications with colour-coded icons based on a simple traffic light
concept. Drugs that are green are essentially a go, those that are yellow require caution and come with special
instructions (e.g., due to altered dose requirements, increased risk of side effects or specific drug interactions),
and those that are red should be avoided, with alternatives suggested. However, interpreting the report may still
be a challenge for individuals with poor health literacy. Comprehension will likely require knowledge translation
from a pharmacist already familiar with drug metabolizing enzymes and their clinical consequences.

Would I consider PGx testing for myself or my family? Perhaps if a medical condition presented itself where
knowing the results of the test would personalize treatment and possibly lead to better outcomes and resource
savings. Cost remains a significant barrier to testing, which may be exacerbated for patients living with mental
health and/or chronic pain conditions, who may be struggling with social and economic challenges. If part or all of
PGx test costs could be funded by public drug programs, such testing would truly be personalized.

Nita Lakhani is a 2020 graduate of the Master’s in Design for Health program at OCAD University, and a drug
information pharmacist at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre in Toronto.
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